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Introduction
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Brand building is a lifelong and iterative process. 
The benefits of doing this well translate into 
long-lasting recognition and brand loyalty. Research 
shows that 57% of customers spend more money 
on brands they are loyal to1. Loyal customers tend 
to be repeat customers, too. By focusing solely on 
performance and achieving short-term objectives, 
advertisers may miss the longer-term rewards of 
building a strong brand that is top of consumers’ 
minds when making purchases. Doing this 
effectively on mobile can be game-changing 
for a brand. 

We know that consumers are spending more 
time on their mobile phones; nearly five hours a 
day according to a Statista study in the US2. It’s, 
therefore, a no-brainer that marketers should invest 
in mobile advertising to reach their desired audiences. But, given that consumers are now exposed 
to double the number of ads as they were just over a decade ago3, how can advertisers do this 
effectively, and make an impact in such a crowded ad space?

Attention is the key ingredient to any meaningful advertising 
impact. Without gaining and keeping consumer attention 
on your ad, you can’t be sure that your brand message 
has been understood and imprinted in their minds.

Marketers have also relied on flawed viewability 
standards as defined by MRC. It states that 
an ad is seen if half of the creative is in view for 
at least one second. However, it also counts 
ads that are partially visible or 
play off-screen. The investment to create 
and excute an ad campaign is often 
wasted as these efforts don’t build the 
brand. Marketers who want their ads to 
perform and build their brand need to 
take a different approach, 
especially on mobile.  

Viewable doesn’t mean viewed

1 See Beyond the Customer Loyalty Illusion, Accenture
2 Time spent on smartphone, Statista 2021  
3 PPC Protect 

Brand imprint is key to 
anchor the brand’s assets 
in consumers’ minds.

A brand exists in a 
person's mind as a mental 
network. People use these 
mental brand networks as 
subconscious shortcuts 
when making brand choices.
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Using Lumen's funnel approach to measuring attention, 
here's how Ogury's formats performed

Ogury partnered with Lumen Research, a third-party specialist in attention measurement with 
eye-tracking technology, to better understand how much attention our formats generate in-app 
and on mobile web. Using Lumen’s attention funnel as the base, we analyzed engagement on 
an ad or page, eye movements and brand recall measurement to build a complete picture of 
attention generated and compared it with the market average.

This eBook will reveal the key results of the study with the aim of helping marketers leverage 
the power of attention in their ad campaigns.



Viewability is fundamental 
to capture attention

The attention funnel has many layers, which starts with 
viewability – can an ad be seen? Then we look at whether it can 
hold someone’s attention before seeing if they can recall it. 

To gain attention, viewability is fundamental. It’s logical; if your 
audience can’t see your ad, it’s impossible for it to command 
their attention. For this reason, the best way to ensure 
viewability is to use fully on-screen mobile ad formats. They are 
unmissable and are, most importantly, the best chance for your 
brand message to be conveyed clearly. 

Ogury only provides fully on-screen formats such as Thumbnail 
Ad and Header Ad. According to the study conducted with 
Lumen, Ogury’s fully on-screen formats were seen by 96% 
of participants, 29% more than the market average (mobile 
outstream and display). 
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Ogury Header Ad 
and Thumbnail Ad



The key to holding attention
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Once an ad has caught the user’s attention, it must entice them to continue watching. Unsurprisingly, 
video ads delivered via fully on-screen formats were viewed for longer.

Ogury’s ad formats were superior at holding attention, with most people letting them continue playing 
rather than skipping or closing them. Delivering the ad creative on fully on-screen formats is a strong 
factor in its ability to hold attention. Not only are these results consistent across markets, but they 
significantly outperform both mobile outstream video and display. 
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Why measure attention?
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Lumen has pioneered an industry-leading metric to measure attention called attentive seconds per 
1,000 impressions. It combines an ad's ability to gain attention with its power to retain attention.

This single expression of attention enables us to understand the true power of each ad's ability to 
attract and keep consumers' eyes on an ad.

Ogury’s fully on-screen formats generated significantly more attention than the market average, 
outperforming mobile outstream by 2.5x and mobile display by 5x.

% Impressions 
viewed 

(Eyes on ad min. 100ms)

1,000 
Attentive seconds 
per 1,000 impressionsx x =Av. view 

time 

4 Attentive Seconds per 1,000 = % Impressions Viewed 
 (Eyes on Ad min. 100ms)  x Av. view time x 1,000



The rewards of attention
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A well-executed ad not only captures and maintains the person's attention, but it is also memorable. 
Remembering an ad is important as it contributes to imprinting the brand in people’s minds, 
influencing purchase decisions. It should, therefore, be a key outcome for advertisers running branding 
campaigns.

The study results clearly show a strong link between attention and brand recall. While even short 
amounts of attention (0-1 seconds) led to some brand recall, this is not good enough for the world’s 
most successful marketers and their brands. The chance of ad recall increases incrementally the longer 
people pay attention to it. 
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To generate real attention, advertisers must show their ads in fully on-screen formats. This is why 
we have adopted the Fully On-Screen Rate for at least 50% duration as the only meaningful KPI that 
should count for campaigns. It measures the percentage of impressions where 100% of pixels are in 
view for at least half the duration, giving the most meaningful understanding of video performance 
and attention. This metric is available in Moat, IAS and Double Verify, where Ogury outperforms the 
market by two times.

Here are a few more principles your format architecture should follow to generate attention:

Optimize for attention

It should be clear and 
simple for people 

to skip or close the 
ad. Concealing this 
element could lead 
to frustration and 

generating negative 
brand association.

Creatives need 
to go the extra mile. 

Think relevant, engaging 
ads displayed in 
non-intrusive and 

user-friendly formats.

Formats should give 
consumers choice, as 
it inevitably requires 
their attention and 

engagement. See Ogury 
Ad Chooser below.

Opt-in exposureCreative Formats Choice & Interactivity
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Leading automotive company Ford launched the new 
Ford Kuga hybrid vehicle, offering consumers outstanding 
efficiency and low running costs. Ford needed a mobile 
technology partner that could accurately identify its 
target audience and reach them at scale with engaging ad 
formats in a brand-safe and fraud-free environment, all while 
respecting consumer privacy.

Using Ogury’s Personified Advertising technology and 
proprietary audience data, Ford was able to define 
individuals interested in electric and hybrid vehicles. The 
campaign was delivered using fully on-screen, impactful 
video ads and Site Scroller - a full-screen ad unit that 
engages the audience with an interactive microsite, driving 
brand awareness and memorability. 

The campaign achieved 68% Fully On-Screen Rate for 
50% duration, compared to the market standard of 41%. 
Moreover, the Impact Survey reported a 37% lift in ad recall 
among those who had seen the ad. 

How our clients reap the benefits 
of attention  
Ford Case Study

68% 
Fully On-Screen Rate 

for 50% duration

Vs.
41% market standard

37% 
Lift in ad recall



Attention is a funnel. Viewable doesn’t mean viewed.

Most people only view outstream video and display 
for less than 2 seconds.

Higher attention leads to higher brand recall.

Advertisers must measure how long an ad is viewed.

Measure attention using Lumen's standards.

To gain and hold attention, optimize your media’s 
Fully On-Screen Rate. 

How to get more from your media
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Get in touch with our team today to build impactful 
and memorable mobile branding campaigns. 
hello@ogury.co



Methodology
Lumen Research and Ogury conducted a joint survey in January 2022 in the US and the UK. The 
survey features answers from 1,200 respondents, aged 18-59 who were recruited online and placed 
into four groups.

They accessed Lumen software via their mobile phones, turning their device into an eye-tracking 
camera. Respondents were exposed to four articles (in-context testing) on their mobile phones.

All respondents saw two test ads, with the exposures varying by group. Respondents then answered a 
brief questionnaire to assess brand recall and perceptions.

About Lumen
Lumen is a leading attention technology provider for the advertising industry. Lumen use proprietary 
eye-tracking technology to understand what people look at and ignore when they are online and 
turn this data into powerful predictive models of attention, which are deployed as measurement and 
reporting tools, custom buying algorithms and creative testing solutions. 

About Ogury
Ogury, the Personified Advertising company, has created a breakthrough advertising engine that 
delivers comprehensive audience interest, brand performance, privacy protection and sustainability 
within one technology stack, built and optimized for mobile. Advertisers working with Ogury benefit 
from fully visible impactful ads, future-proof targeting and unwavering protection. Publishers enjoy the 
rewards of a respectful user experience, incremental revenues and premium demand with Ogury’s 
solutions. Founded in 2014, Ogury is a global organization with 450+ people, including 100 engineers 
across 12 countries.
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